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Relaunch of DK's My First series Encourage talking and build vocabulary with this fun first picture book. My First Trucks features 17 spreads of trucks and vehicles. Clear word labels
accompany each image. Spreads include: Trucks, Diggers, Gas tanker, Car transporter, Emergency, Road trains, Snow plow, Logging truck, Find the load, Monster truck, Excavator,
Bulldozer, Tractor, Road roller, Colorful trucks, and Truck shapes.
The best-selling first word and picture book that helps children develop essential vocabulary. DK proudly reintroduces 10 favorite board books from the beloved My First series, all with
beautifully redesigned covers for a fresh new look. Filled with full-color photographs and large, easy-to-read text, My First Board Books provide children with an excellent platform for early
learning.
Little ones will learn about six different farm vehicles in this fun, rhyming read-aloud book with two spinning wheels! "The farmer always relies on me. I do all sorts of jobs, you see! I am a
tractor. Make my wheels spin. Let the farming begin!" Toddlers will love spinning the oversized, chunky cardboard wheels on every page while they learn about their favorite farm vehicles,
from tractors, plows, and more! A rhyming refrain on every spread gives a vehicle fact and invites little ones to spin the wheels. With sturdy, chunky, spinnable wheels on every spread, a
rhyming refrain, and light nonfiction sprinkled throughout, this novelty book is irresistible for any transportation-obsessed little ones. Make the wheels spin, let the farming begin!
Nothing runs or reads like a John Deere finger puppet tractor book! This interactive farming story features a fun finger puppet tractor toy built into the book encouraging interactive play, handeye coordination, and language development in your little one. Babies and toddlers learn best when they are playing, especially when their grown-ups are in on the fun! A must for your little
tractor enthusiast! Collect the entire series in the Finger Puppet Collection! Fun tractor puppet encourages interactive play between little ones and their grown-ups Soft plush and a rhyming
story combine to provide both tactile and verbal learning opportunities to babies and toddlers in their first years Practice hand-eye coordination while enjoying together time Great gift for the
little John Deere fan in your life! Officially licensed John Deere product
A book on wheels! Young children just love things that go, and here is a book they can spend hours pushing along the floor as well as reading! Follow the red tractor as it gets busy helping out
around the farm. There's masses of detail and plenty to talk about on every page, plus lots of farm animals to spot. This is the perfect book for vehicle-mad toddlers.
Introduces children to the different types of tractors and heavy machinery, including plows and front-end loaders as well as their functions.
Helps young children learn about trucks with vocabulary, pictures, and questions. On board pages.
Let's read and play together with John Deere! This rolling tractor is both a toy and a slipcase that holds three sweet books about our farmyard friends. Read about animals like cows, horses,
and pigs, then load them back into the tractor for a roll around ride. Connecting storytime with playtime engages children's minds for a tactile learning experience. Enjoy exploring the farm with
our animal friends and John Deere today! John Deere Kids children's books recognize that the preschoolers of today are the farmers, builders, and innovators of tomorrow. Content and
formats are based on the legacy of a long-loved company that encourages kids to play in backyards, to dig in the dirt, get muddy, and learn where food and shelter come from. Collect the
entire John Deere Kids series! Rolling wheels on this tractor slipcase make this both a little library and a fun toy! Shaped board book with board pages perfectly sized for little hands and
fingers to turn the pages and read along Great gift for the little John Deere fan in your life! Officially licensed John Deere product

Wave, clap, and laugh with adorable animal friends in this colorful, shaped board book! Look, point, touch, and say peekaboo to the animals! Peekaboo Baby! is a sturdy, shaped
board book perfect for little ones learning their first actions. Plus, the peekaboo mirror at the end is sure to delight and surprise!
There is lots of lift-the-flap fun to be had and four flashing sound buttons to press in Noisy Tractor, a brilliant book for tractor-mad kids. Each spread focuses on a different farm
vehicle, with "chug-chug-chugging" and other noises to hear on the press of each button. Lift the flaps and read the simple text to learn about the unique features on each
vehicle, and there's a simple matching activity for additional fun. Publishing alongside Noisy Fire Engine.
Babies and toddlers will be mesmerized by the vehicle noises coming out of Giant Trucks: My First Book of Sounds. It doesn’t matter if it is a boy or a girl, if they live in the city or
the country, all young children are fascinated by the sounds made by vehicles. With Giant Trucks: My First Book of Sounds young ones will be mesmerized by the realistic roars,
honks, sirens, and more coming out of this book as they press the Magic Touch Pages.
Simple text and photographs introduce tractors and the tasks they can perform.
Rumble rumble beep! Spot is having a great day out on the farm, riding in the tractor and helping out with lots of jobs. But when Spot comes across a lost lamb, will he be able to
save the day and find its mother? This entertaining story, featuring the much-loved Spot, is a perfect introduction to the fun of the farm. And the tractor-shaped board with moving
wheels means its fun to read and to play with!
Have fun at the farm with tractors and farm animals in this lift-the-flap and pop-up board book for babies... Both children and parents will enjoy playing hide and seek to discover
cuddly and exciting characters: Farmer Fred is looking for his big, red tractor; Scarecrow is waiting for the big combine harvester; and Jim Farm Cat is up to mischief in the yellow
tractor. This early learning lift-the-flap book is ideal for preschool and hands-on play. Rhyming text encourages early word recognition, and the colorful pop-up peekaboo
surprises help develop imagination and memory skills. This sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and will keep little ones entertained again and again!
Labeled illustrations and brief text introduce animals, equipment, and other things found on a farm. On board pages.
Jump aboard and point to the busy vehicles in this things that go baby ebook. Filled with cars, trucks, planes, boats, tractors, and diggers, it helps little ones learn first words and
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build vocabulary. Favorite vehicles are labeled on every page, and the exciting photos combined with fun illustrations provide lots to talk about, learn about, and smile about,
making this colorful picture ebook an attractive baby gift. Part of a beautiful, first word ebook series, which includes the award-winning 100 First Words and 100 First Animals, the
ebook covers everything from cool cars, terrific trucks, and awesome fire engines, to vehicle colors and kids' own ride-on toys. There are even some entertaining make-believe
things that go, such as a fantastic pirate ship and a magic broomstick. Every page is a visual treat, and little ones will love all the amazing machines, and be captivated by the
delightful illustrations, from a digger unearthing a dinosaur skeleton to a fire engine pulling up by a tree to rescue a cat. Word labels encourage naming and picture-and-word
association, building language and reading readiness, while the inviting, look-and-point pictures stimulate talking. Cleverly designed to inform and entertain, 100 First Things That
Go takes your baby on an exciting learning adventure.
"Reveal the world of tractors in this fun flap book!"--Cover back.
Hands-on fun for you and your toddler as you learn about life on the farm with this tabbed board book from My First With lots of pictures, fun-filled questions, amazing animals
and noisy machines, your toddler will love learning about things that work on a farm with this tactile board book. Read it together and help them turn the pages using the easygrip picture tabs; from counting tractors to finding animals, fun questions on every page will help develop early speaking and listening skills. A great way to teach your child about
things that work on a farm.
Little ones will love pressing Tractor's squishy parts to hear an entertaining range of sounds, from hooting horn to revving engine to squelchy tyres!
Get learning and teach your toddler about trucks and diggers with My First Playtime: Let's Get Driving! Hands-on fun awaits you and your toddler as you learn about trucks and
diggers with My First Trucks and Diggers: Let's Get Driving! Packed with colourful pictures and activities, your toddler will love discovering familiar vehicles with this tactile board
book. Read it together and help them turn the pages using the easy-grip picture tabs. Bright, busy pictures transport your toddler to the world of trucks and diggers, from fire
trucks and diggers to tractors and tow trucks. Fun-filled questions on every page will help develop early speaking and listening skills. With activities featuring colourful trucks and
diggers and mix and match games, there's lots for your toddler to engage with in My First Trucks and Diggers: Let's Get Driving!
A first introduction for toddlers who love tractors! Beep! Beep! Follow the busy tractor around the farm in this first introduction to tractors. With layered die-cuts, fun facts, and a
mouse to find on every spread!
Lift the flaps to wake up the animals on the farm, and look out for the pop-up surprises! Join the noisy cockerel as he visits pigs, cows, and more on a beautiful morning on the
farm, in this lovely interactive board book. Children will delight in the collage-like illustrations of their favourite farmyard animals, by renowned artist Jonny Lambert, and will love
joining in with the story as they visit characters one by one. The sturdy board-book format is perfect for little hands, and fun pop-ups under flaps will entertain children again and
again.
Take a road trip across the United States with this fun board book, which features the historical monuments, iconic landmarks, and national animals of the US. Baby's First United
States is the perfect introduction to American culture for little ones. This colorful board book features the best of the US, from the Statue of Liberty on the East Coast to St. Louis
Archway in the Midwest. Bright images complement the simple, age-appropriate text, ideal for reading aloud. Young children will love discovering the animals such as the bald
eagle and the bison, and pointing out the faces of the presidents on Mount Rushmore. Baby's First United States is the ideal gift for kids to learn more about this great country
and its history.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of such things associated with a tractor as a wheel, trailer, lights, tracks, chunky tires, and a shiny hood. On board pages.
The perfect bedtime book from Nick East and Michelle Robinson - Goodnight Princess As a little girl says goodnight to her dressing up clothes and dolls she is transformed into a
princess in a magical realm. A beautiful rhyming text is accompanied by atmospheric illustrations which will delight and soothe all little girls as they snuggle up in bed. A follow-up
to the wonderful Goodnight Tractor and Goodnight Digger, this is the perfect bedtime book. Michelle Robinson has always wanted to be an author like her hero Roald Dahl, but
all they had in common was the same birthday and a love of chocolate. Now at last, Michelle is a real author too. She lives in Frome, Somerset with her husband, son and
daughter. Visit her at www.michellerobinson.co.uk. Nick East has been working as a museum designer for the past 16 years but has always been a storyteller, whether as a child,
filling sketchbooks with quirky characters, or as a designer displaying a collection of ancient artifacts. Nick lives near York with his wife and two children and, when he isn't
drawing, he is out riding bikes and spending time with his family.
Join Farmer Tom as he rounds up the animals at the end of a busy day. As the tractor travels around the farm, children will love to count the different animals that jump onto the
trailer.
Young readers may touch various surfaces on trucks that are not the one someone is looking for, until at last the right one appears. On board pages.
In My First Tractor, kids learn about different types of their favorite tractors, their colors, and their uses. This informational book features high-quality and engaging pictures of
tractors, as well as counting and color-matching activities. Each spread has exciting facts and different labels for each part of the tractor. The images are labeled clearly and
promote early learning and language skills. These books can be read either alone or with an adult. Learn about tractors all through the year with My First Tractor! This revamp of
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DK's most successful board books series includes updated photography, contemporary design, and an insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold design,
clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first learning books encourage children to build the vocabulary and language skills that form the foundation of early education.
DK's iconic My First series not only provides a collection of educational information books that children can refer back to again and again, but also offers a first taste of
independent learning.
Truck-loving toddlers will delight in this big, bright board book all about trucks. There is the milk truck, Senor Moo, and the snow plow, Mr. Salty, and don’t forget every little
one’s favorite, Big Red, the fire truck.
New series of board book packs for babies and toddlersEach pack contains nine chunky, mini board books, which little hands will love to holdEssential first concepts, familiar
events in baby's day and some of Priddy's keynote characters are introduced in a colourful and accessible way to inspire and capture children's interestIdeal gift purchases
This Race Car Steering Wheel book includes an attached toy steering wheel and seven sound buttons that simulate the sights and sounds of the race track. As kids follow the
story, they press the sound buttons, honk the horn, and crank the steering wheel left and right. The individual sound buttons follow along with the story, and help readers envision
the crowd cheering, the engine revving, gears shifting, tires squealing, the horn honking, the pit crew talking, and actual pit crew repairs being made. The Race Car Steering
Wheel Play-a-Sound Book has a sturdy cover and coated board pages that withstand rough handling. Three replaceable long life AG13 button cell batteries that power the book
are included. The item conforms to the Specifications for Toy Safety of ASTM F96308. This product is recommended for children ages 18 months and older.
The ideal first book to introduce tractors to toddlers, My First Tractor is packed with colourful images and clear word-labels to encourage early learning. Help your toddler learn all
about tractors in My First Tractors. With colourful, bright pictures of tractors alongside clear word-labels your little one will see ploughing and planting and a combine harvester.
From counting tractors to different coloured tractors, My First Tractor keeps early learning simple and fun for your little one. Perfect for encouraging children to build vocabulary
and language skills, My First Tractor helps toddlers grasp early concepts. Your little one will love discovering pictures of tractors while holding the chunky pages of this tactile
board book. Read it together and help them turn the pages and learn all about tractors.
Chugger-chugger-chugger! Tractors are AMAZING! Look and feel how big the tyres are. Find out what's under the bonnet. And just listen to the noise they make! Brrrm! Brrrm!
Flaps and pop-ups, things to pull, touch, and feel, and a terrific tractor sound button. . . this book is full of surprises!
Perfect for reading aloud and encouraging early word recognition, these chunky board books are just right for babies who love to explore shape and color. Fun flaps, bright
colors, and simple, bold designs will grab baby's attention. Simple, playful text makes it easy for reading aloud.
Introduces the concepts of numbers, counting, and simple arithmetic. On board pages.
In My First Tractor, kids learn about the different types of their favorite tractors, and their colors and uses. The book also includes counting and color-matching activities. This
informational book features high-quality and engaging pictures of tractors. Each spread has exciting facts and different labels for each part of the tractor. The images are labeled
clearly and promote early learning and language skills. The books are a sturdy format that is ideal for small hands to hold and carry, and the pages are filled with a distinctive,
iconic design. The books can be read either alone or with an adult, and encourage learning on your own. Learn about tractors all through the year with My First Tractor! This
revamp of DK's most successful board books series includes updated photography, contemporary design, and an insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming,
bold design, clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first learning books encourage children to build the vocabulary and language skills that form the foundation of early
education. DK's iconic My First board book series not only provides a collection of educational information books that children can refer back to again and again, but also offers a
first taste of independent learning.
This edition to the Tractor Mac series is a board book that teaches children about the different colors of the rainbow. Tractor Mac and his vehicle and animal friends, including
Sibley the horse, Pete the pig, and Goat Walter, show kids around Stony Meadow Farm in order to observe the colors of various objects found on the farm.
Introduces children to the different types of tractors and heavy machinery, including forklifts and front-end loaders, as well as their functions.
Maisy has a busy day on the farm with her tractor as she plows the field, brings hay to the cows, takes the lambs to the barn, and brings the cow's milk back home.
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